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Net Insight secures order of GPS/GNSS-
independent time synchronization from

Three Denmark for accelerated 5G
expansion

Stockholm, Sweden – Net Insight has won a first order from Three Denmark (Three) for its 
GPS/GNSS-free time synchronization solution. This order is set to power Three Denmark's 
ambitious 5G rollout.

Building on the successful deployment in Sweden, Three Denmark has chosen Net Insight to 
bolster its 5G network's synchronization capabilities. The first order will be delivered in Q1, 
2024.

The deployment of Net Insight’s cutting-edge Zyntai nodes marks the introduction of this 
advanced synchronization product into Three Denmark's network. The companies are working 
closely to plan for the deployment, reducing cost of synchronization and ensuring 
independence from GPS/GNSS for synchronization. This order signifies a significant step 
forward in Three Denmark's 5G journey, enabling the seamless expansion of their network.

“We are convinced that Net Insight’s synchronization solution meets our stringent requirements 
for a GPS-independent network,” says Kim Christensen, CTO at Three Denmark. “It has proven 
to be the most adaptable, dependable, and cost-effective solution, aligning perfectly with 
Three's high standards for 5G.”

“We are delighted that another strong and progressive operator such as Three Denmark has 
chosen our solution. The high number of GNSS jamming incidents in the last months has 
increased the interest in our GPS/GNSS independent synchronization solution,” says Crister 
Fritzson, CEO of Net Insight. “Beyond its GPS independence, our Zyntai solution reduces overall 
costs and accelerates 5G rollouts. The increased security and availability of the solution is key 
in meeting the requirements of new advanced 5G services, aligning seamlessly with the vision 
of a forward-thinking mobile operator like Three.”
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For further information, please contact:
Crister Fritzson, CEO of Net Insight AB, +46 8 685 04 00, crister.fritzson@netinsight.net

About Net Insight
Net Insight (Nasdaq: NETI B) offers a GNSS/GPS independent time synchronization solution for 
TDD 5G networks through its Precision TimeNet product that provides the highest accuracy and 
performance while dramatically reducing CAPEX and OPEX for MSOs and speeding up 5G roll-
outs by working over existing IP/MPLS networks.

With over 25 years of experience from the professional media industry where the world’s leading 
media providers have relied on Net insight’s Emmy®-winning Nimbra solution to guarantee their 
media transport and to accurately synchronize TV and media services over existing IP networks 
independently of GNSS/GPS. Net Insight now brings this uniquely established knowledge into the 
future mobile networks to solve 5G TDD time synchronization independent of GNSS/GPS. Solving 
time synchronization in 5G and 6G TDD networks through approaching it as an open 
disaggregated virtualized end-to-end service provided independent of the underlying network is 
for Net Insight the only future proof approach.

For more information, please visit netinsight.net

Follow us:
LinkedIn:  X: linkedin.com/company/net-insight/ twitter.com/NetInsight

About Three Denmark
For more information, please visit  www.3.dk
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